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We all form impressions of others,
often based on their nonverbal behavior.
Two critical aspects we assess nonverbally are likeability and competence. When we
first meet someone, the overwhelming first impression is about their warmth – do
they feel friendly? After that, we begin to assess their competence – are they good at
what they do? Our ‘snap judgments’ can happen very quickly – in a few seconds –
the main drivers of this assessment are nonverbal behaviors.

How We Assess Others
Our first impressions are based primarily on nonverbal communication
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The ability to present well is
often critical to professional
success. It is that ability to
communicate to a broader
audience that enables us to
manage and direct a large
group, and influence their
actions. Many people feel
uncomfortable speaking in
front of a group, so the ability to
present well provides
a professional edge to
differentiate you.

Lambert, C. (2010).
The Psyche on Automatic.
Harvard Business Review,
Nov–Dec 2010.

INCOMPETENT

Nervousness
How do I manage nerves?
You are introduced to your audience and suddenly your heart starts
to race, your breathing gets more rapid, and when you start to speak,
your voice wobbles. You are unable to focus well, and you feel like
you are rambling. You are nervous.

So what can you do to reduce nervousness?
Nervousness is the result of an outpouring of stress hormones,
like adrenaline and cortisol. They create a ‘fight or flight’ response.
This response manifests as:
쎲 Tight vocal chords
쎲 Dry mouth
쎲 Sweating
쎲 Fidgeting
쎲 Talking quickly
쎲 Lack of eye contact
쎲 Nervous laughter

If you routinely get nervous, there are ways to manage it:
쎲 Breathing is critical. Deep, rhythmic breathing that engages all parts
of your core body. This type of breathing has been shown to reduce the
output of adrenaline, which makes you feel and look calmer.
쎲 Use your nonverbal communication to convey calm. Stand tall and
grounded, look around the room at the audience’s eyes, smile and begin
to speak.
쎲 Some people use visualization successfully. Here’s the key to successful
visualization: visualize the talk going well, as a success – not the opposite!
쎲 Pregame rituals, like taking a walk or reviewing your notes can help
reduce nerves.
Keep in mind some of the reasons we are nervous – we are afraid of looking
foolish, we have had bad previous experiences, or we lack experience in the
task of presenting. Our best approach is to prepare more, practice more,
and present more.

Physical Delivery Skills
audience
Audience

Analysis
analysis

Before arriving to begin your presentation,
do your prework – know your audience.
Answer the following questions about them:
쎲 Who are they?
쑗 Peers, newcomers, experts –

each audience type needs different
information.
쑗 Are there primary or secondary decision
makers in the audience?
쎲 What do they already know about

the topic?
쑗 What is their baseline knowledge level?
쑗 What do they need to know?

vs. what is nice for them to know?
쑗 What is their likely bias?
쎲 What motivates them?
쑗 Success, learning, encouragement –

every audience is motivated
differently.
쑗 Does the group have goals for this
presentation?
쑗 Stress what’s in it for the audience.
쎲 What action do you need them

to take as result of your presentation?

Most of us, when speaking one-on-one about topics we care about, are at our
most passionate and engaged. This authentic view of you adds to your credibility
and impact with the audience. The challenge for us as presenters is to bring that
engaged, animated style that seems so natural in one-on-one interactions into
our group presentations.

Eyes
Connect – Make a Point – Move On
Instead of scanning the room with your eyes (like people often do at cocktail parties),
make direct, sustained eye contact with an audience member while making your point.
Move on to another pair of eyes and deliver your next thought. Continue throughout the
audience as you deliver your presentation. Use sustained eye contact when listening to
the input of others to encourage more participation.

Voice
Get Loud to Get Animated
Raising your volume naturally raises the level of animation in your voice. Natural
animation engages your listeners’ ears. It is very difficult to be excited about ideas that you
don’t believe in, so be committed to the ideas you present. But your belief must be
conveyed – that’s where animation comes in. Be aware of tone of voice. When discussing
an idea, your tone can convey your personal opinions and can reduce group interaction.

Gestures
Natural and Appropriate
The gestures you use in public speaking should be ones you use naturally and should
be appropriate to both your content and your audience. Gestures communicate passion.
Keep your hands apart as much as possible to keep your body posture open and solid.
When your hands are not being used, let them fall naturally to your sides. If seated, your
hands can rest on the table or in your lap.

쑗 Should they change behavior,

work harder, develop new ideas?
쑗 End with a ‘call to action’ if you
need a behavior change from
your audience.

Practice Tips – Making it Perfect
Just like any new skill, delivery skills
take practice to master. Don’t get
discouraged. It may feel awkward at first,
but it will become more comfortable
with more practice.
쎲 Practice eye contact in informal

settings. When you are standing in
a group just chatting, punctuate your
thoughts with eye movement.
쎲 Take note of how others speak

in different settings. Focus on the
animation and volume in their voice – is it
appropriate and does it keep your interest?
쎲 Observe your stance in a mirror.

Look for a balanced stance that conveys
strength and professionalism and then get
used to how it feels. Start practicing at
your desk or in a meeting. You will slowly
get used to how it feels.
쎲 Ask for feedback from someone

you trust. They will be able to point
out repetitive gestures or an awkward,
uneven stance.

Posture
Grounded Stance, Deliberate Movement
Your stance should communicate professionalism and presence. Stand with your feet
slightly apart, your shoulders back and your weight evenly balanced on both feet.
This stance provides a strong, grounded base for you, the speaker, even if you are behind
a podium. If you move, move with purpose and then rebalance your stance. If seated, lean
slightly forward or move to the front of your chair to convey that you are in charge.

Vocalized Pauses
Replace With Silent Pause
If you have forgotten the next point, stop talking completely. Move your eyes silently from
one pair of eyes in the audience to the next until you have regained your train of thought.
Silently review your notes or your visual support materials in order to find your place.
One effective technique is to “back up” verbally, repeating your last point when you
restart. You can also encourage the group to summarize what’s been said, and review
where you are in the process.

Image
Professional
What you wear as a speaker has an impact on your perception by the audience. Your
clothing should not distract the audience’s attention from your message. Clothing should
be comfortable and easy to move in. One final note: if it makes noise or is distracting
(cell phone, jewelry, name badge, etc.) take it off before presenting.

working with

Working with Visual
Support Materials
visual support materials
Your content and the organization of your thoughts contribute to the audience’s
evaluation of you. Use your visual support materials to enhance your content
and organize your messages.
Here are four steps for successfully working with your visual support materials:

1. Overview the information:
Give a broad overview of the information on the slide – introduce it to the group.

2. Tell each “story” from the slide:
After the introduction, tell the story behind each point on the slide.
Go into whatever level of detail is appropriate for your audience.

3. Deliver the key message of the slide:
At the end of each slide, hit the major message, the key “take away” from the slide.

4. Move on:
Don’t be tempted to tell everything you know.
Give only the essential points the audience needs in order to be informed.
The problem most speakers face is that they know too much about their
topic to deliver a clear, concise presentation. Their main messages get mixed
in with everything else that could be known about the topic, making it
impossible for the audience to determine the most important messages.
Remember, the important messages are different for different audiences.
The process above will organize your content and help de-clutter your message.

Tips for Presenting from Visual Support Materials
Few speakers give a presentation without some type of visual support:
slides, handouts, flipcharts or any centrally-displayed information that the
audience can review during the talk. When presenting with visuals, address
all of your comments to the group, not to the visual support material.
Keep in mind the following two-step process to help in your delivery:

쎲

Look and Read:
you are silent, facing the slide or chart,
reading one element of the slide

쎲

Focus on the information for
your audience in this order:

Turn and Speak:

1. What they need to know

you are presenting, facing the audience

2. What they should know
3. What they could know

Using this method makes you appear more confident and deliberate
in your presentation and allows you to maintain eye contact with the
audience. It also prevents you from reading the slide word-for-word,
thereby encouraging a more interesting verbal discourse on the visual
aids being reviewed.

Need
Should
Could

All About

Questions

?

When is a good time to take questions from the group?

Method for
Handling “Q&A”

If your presentation is too long,
you will lose audience members
before you cover your content.
Better to be brief with a long
Q&A then to run over time and
risk alienating your audience.
It’s often harder to give a short
presentation than a long one
since a shorter presentation
requires editing your topic to
just the most relevant pieces.
Do the work or you will lose
the audience.

쎲 Acknowledge the questioner
쑗 Make eye contact
쑗 Gesture to acknowledge
쑗 Call by name
쎲 Listen for the issue
쑗 “Listening Pose”
쎲 Repeat/rephrase
쑗 Distill negative comments
to neutral issue

When you are in a meeting and have a question, when do you
want it answered? Right away. When you are a presenter trying
to get through your talk, when do you want to be interrupted
with questions? Not until the end. So, when is the right time
for questions?
Throughout the Presentation:
You can take questions as the participants have them; this method best
suits their need to be informed. Logistically, this approach is best used
in a teaching setting with smaller, more informal groups. The drawbacks?
The meeting can easily get off topic, so the facilitator/presenter must
be vigilant to maintain focus and control.

At the End:
This approach is more traditional and is best suited for larger groups,
more formal settings, and for topics that need full explanation before they
can be examined by the group. The downside of waiting until the end?
If the topic is one that starts at one point and builds as the meeting
progresses, someone who is a little lost at the beginning of the meeting
can be very lost at the end.

At Predefined Points During the Talk:
A hybrid approach is to segment your talk into topical chunks,
taking questions at the end of each topic. This allows questions to
be answered closer to the time they arise, but does not interrupt the
‘flow’ of the presentation.

쎲 Answer and substantiate
쑗 Restate and support
your points
쑗 Call on in-room expertise
쑗 Split eye contact to include
all audience members
쎲 Move on
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